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Alternative to CIUb Week
By Chloe Savage
Student Writer

Cole Mokry
Opinions Editor

Students who are not
participating in Club Week
are invited to join Big Events
Week. Student organizations
including Campus Activities Board and the Student
Association partnered with
the Rock House, Student

Life and Harding Parent and
Alumni Relations to sponsor
free evening events around
campus.
The week is designed to
provide something to do on
campus during a week when
typically everything but club
activities shuts down, leaving
campus very quiet for the large
number of Harding students
who are not in a club.

"Most of the committees
would agree that it's related
to but not about club week,"
senior Logan Keim, who
was involved in the planning
process, said. "It's hard to see
right now, but (Big Events
Week is) a good reminder
th at there's more to do on
campus and with your time
at Harding than clubs."
SEE ACTIVITES, PAGE 2A

By Julie Anne White

There's no handshakes,

Asst. Web Editor

hugs or any physical

This year instead of blowing out .candles
on his 25th birthday, Gil Gildner was stepping into a hazmat suit.
Gildner, who graduated from H arding in
2011, contracts with nonprofit organizations
to produce documentaries and photographs.
When a charity in Charlotte, N.C. called
Silent Images asked him to travel to Liberia
and document the Ebola outbreak a few
weeks ago, Gildner said he did not hesitate
even for a second.
"David Johnson, the founder of Silent
Images, gave me a call on Saturday afternoon," Gildner said. "He said the words 'You
know the Ebola crisis in Liberia .. .' and I
immediately asked when I was flying out."
Gildner flew to Monrovia, Liberia, where
he shot both pictures and four differe nt
micro documentaries of the Ebola victims.
To ensure his safety, Gildner was subj ected
to a series of precautions.
"There's no handshakes, hugs, or any
physical contact whatsoever in Liberia
anymore," Gildner said. "I washed my hands
and boot soles with chlorine solution every
time I entered or left a building, and at
most doorways a guard is stationed with a
laser thermometer to ch eck temperatures.
When entering the Ebola unit, I wore PPE
(personal protective equipment) which
is basically a hazmat suit consisting of a
full-body Tyvek suit, boots, three pairs of
gloves, two masks, two hoods and goggles.
It was extremely hot, and when in the unit,
I wasn't allowed to adjust anything."
Gildner said at times the horror he encountered when recording the documentaries
became overwhelming.
"Liberia is hell," G ildner said. "The time
I spent in the Ebola unit, walking through
in a hazmat suit with a GoPro, is perhaps
the most horrific thing I've seen in my life.
I made it through everything for about an
hour and a half. Then my vision started
narrowing and I became nauseous. I was
about to pass out, so I had to get out of
there before I vomited inside the suit. It
took fifteen minutes to spray me down with
chlorine and take off the multiple layers,
but it seemed like an eternity."
As ofThursday, O ct. 16, there are now
two confirmed cases of Ebola in Dallas,
Texas. President Obama declared the outbreak a national security priority and said
he plans to combat the disease, according
to an article on cnn.com.

contact whatsoever in
Liberia anymore.
-Gil Gildner, Harding

alumnus
"If ever there were a public health emergency deserving of an urgent, strong and
coordinated international response, this is
it," the President said.
Freshman nursing major Mieka Wilcox
said the effects of Ebola reach beyond Liberia
and even Africa.
"It could affect the way we travel to and
from Africa, the way we interact with people
from (Liberia) and also has a huge effect
on our healthcare systems and the way they
operate," Wilcox said.
Wilcox said she feels Americans have a
responsibility to send aid to those who are
suffering from the disease, and she admires
G ildncr's willingness to document Ebola
and spread awareness about the terror it
is causing.
"I support him, because I think it is
important for us to be informed on how
bad the situation is to be able to get involved to help support those families who
have been affected," Wilcox said. "I feel if
those countries had people from America
coming to help them, it could help contain
the disease."
Gildner said his friends and family are
accustomed to his traveling to developing
countries, so they were not fazed by his
decision to go to Liberia.
Not everyone was in support of his
decision to travel to Liberia.
"KATY ran a story called 'Ebola Fears
Spread To Arkansas' without interviewing
me or even notifying me," G ildner said.
"I literally woke up in the middle of the
night to dozens of messages from friends
and strangers alike. Some were encouraging and others told me I had to 'suffer the
consequences' and 'stay in Africa.' I wrote a
series of pretty stiff letters, and they finally
pulled the story."
Despite the potential dangers involved
in his job, Gildner said he would welcome
further opportunities for world travel.
"I'd go again in a heartbeat," Gildner said.
"For me, it would have been a mistake to not
take the opportunity: go hard or go home."

Manual brewing, portable coffee cart coming to MO
"Ifwe're given a task that
is bigger than us, we rise to
Midnight Oil is taking meet that task," Kelley said.
Thecoffeecart iscurrently
steps to expand their business
and promote new ideas such being built by Joey Myers,
as a portable coffee cart, the Armstrong dorm dad.
manually brewed drinks and Myers said he hopes to have
social media competitions the cart completed before
that encourage community O ct. 25.
"Midnight Oil is catering
involvement.
Zak Kelley, manager of to the people," Myers said.
Midnig ht Oil since J uly "Everything is going mobile,
2014, said the business has so why not coffee too?"
One of th e purposes
grown astronomically in the
behind the coffee cart is to
past few months.
"W e're serving better push manual brew methods.
products, we have the best While this would require
staff ever and we're finally more time, attention and
reaching out to the community qualifications from employof Searcy, beyond Harding," ees, manually brewed coffee
promises to bring out the
Kelley said.
With success comes a need actual profile of the coffee,
for innovation, and Kelley according to Kelley.
"Not all coffee is created
said he has big plans for the
future. A portable coffee cart, equal," Kelley said. "Manually
designed by Kelley himself, is brewed coffee allows us to
being built for use at football take control of the variables.
games, parades and other It pulls out the integrity
outdoor events. Kelley said and the flavor of the coffee
the coffee cart is an example without taking anything
of God's plans for M idnight away from it."
The coffeehouse has been
Oil and the Kibo ministry.
By Joshua Johnson

News Editor

working hard to promote
themselves on social media,
particularly Instagram, by
encouraging people in the
community to Tweet and Instagram pictures with different
hashtags like #MOadventures

and #MOshadows. The winning pictures are displayed
on the #lnstaHallofFame at
Midnight Oil.
Local artists are also being
supported by the coffeehouse
in an endeavor to serve the

community and compliment
the coffeehouse's environment,
according to Kelley.Jewelya
Williams, a senior graphic
design major at Harding,
will have her art displayed
at Midnight Oil by the end
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Zak Kelley, the manager of Midnight Oil, shows different methods of manual
coffee brewing at a demonstration on Oct. 5. The shop is currently working
on a coffee cart to serve at places such as football games and parades.

Breast Cancer
Awareness, page 2A

Life's not perfect,
page 3A

Find out what's going
on a t Harding a nd in
White County to suppo rt
c ancer aware ness.

A senior shares why he's
become OK with not
planning out his future.

of the semester.
"(Midnight Oil is) pretty
particular about the kinds of
things they want on their
wall," W illiams said. "But
they're very supportive of
local artists an d love to
have talented students' work
featured."
Kelley said that, despite the
current plans for expansion,
Midnight Oil is ultimately
about so much more than
coffee.
"What sets us apart is
that our baristas are working
towards something so much
bigger than ourselves," Kelley
said. "We love what we do,
and we do it here because we
believe in Kibo and believe
that Kibo is changing lives."
Kibo is a mission organization tackling poverty
and injustice in East Africa.
Kelley said Kibo is dedicated
to ministering to those in
Africa without taking away
from their culture.
"It's not a band-aid," Kelley
said. "It's a long term solution
to a life-long problem."
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Half-court shot for half tuition

U.S. splitting over marriage
equality decisions, legislation
By Wesley Seaman

DJ LAWSON I The Petit Jean
Junior David Brooker celebrates after hitting a half-court shot at Midnight
Madness on Oct. 14 in the Rhodes Field House. Brooker's tuition fees will be
cut in half for the spring semester.

Searcy raises
awareness for
breast cancer
By Haleigh Edge
Head Copy Editor

For breast cancer survivors, October is not just
any month; October is
Breast Cancer Awareness
month. There are several
different ways that Harding,
Searcy and White County
are involved in promoting
awareness.
Brooke Pryor, director of
Marketing and Community
Relations at White County
Medical Center, said that
one of the biggest events
White County M edi cal
Center holds is the Barbara
Montgomery Memorial
Breast Cancer Awareness
Luncheon. This will be the
21st annual luncheon and
will be held at the hospital
today by invitation only.
"We have a packed house
usually," Pryor said. "We
have around 150 women
there every year, and spouses
sometimes. A lot of them
are breast cancer survivors.
A lot of them are currently
dealing with and fighting
breast cancer. So what we
do is we have education
from a physician and we
have a personal story from
. "
a survivor.
According to Pryor, there
are a few ways Searcy residents and Harding students
can be more aware of breast
cancer.
"(The Race for the Cure)
is one of the largest (races)
in the country," Pryor said.
"It is amazing.... I've been
going for years, and I'm not
a breast cancer survivor. I
really don't have anyone in
my immediate family who
is, but this experience is for
everyone."
According to Pryor, the
hospital has supported the
Susan G. Komen Foundation
through sponsorships, and
in the past, it has helped
coordinate the Searcy team
that participates in Race
for the Cure. Pryor also
said that it is possible for
classes or organizations to
tour the Cancer Center of
Excellence.
"I would encourage any
organization or class or social
group or club or anybody
that's interested in having
a tour, to contact us," Pryor
said. "To me, that's the most
hands- on, powerful way to
see what we do in our not-

cancer' (or)
'breast cancer
awareness,' but
we go on and
we try to make
It personal.
-Brooke Pryor,
director of
Marketing at
WCMC
so-big community, right here
in Searcy, to fight cancer."
According to Pryor,
diet, exercise and getting
regular mammograms are
instrumental in preventing
breast cancer.
"It really does (start
with diet and exercise),"
Pryor said. "Literally every
disease state, most disease
states, can be tracked back
to someone's diet. Also ...
if someone's got a family
history of breast cancer,
at all, they need to get a
mammogram, even in their
twenties."
The Harding volleyball
and soccer teams also raised
cancer awareness this week.
According to head coach
Meredith Fear, the volleyball
team had their Pink Night
Tuesday.
"We have a pink night
every year, and the pink
has become a really big
thing," Fear said. "Anytime
people see pink, they think
'breast cancer' (or) 'breast
cancer awareness,' but we
go on and we try to make
it personal. Pretty much
everyone knows someone
that's been directly affected
by this. I think the pink in
general raises awareness,
and then we give our funds
specifically to one person."
All proceeds from both
the women's soccer and
volleyball games will go to
sponsor 8-year-old Carson
Head who is battling bone
cancer. The Harding women's soccer team will have
their Pink Night tonight,
and all the proceeds will
go to Carson. The players
will wear white jerseys with
pink numbers and lettering.
Relay for Life also kicks
off today at 6 p.m. and will
last until 6 a.m. Saturday.
For more information on
Carson Head's story, check
out The Link.

stems not only from. moral standings but
from an issue of federalism. Many people
believe that district courts should not have
the final say in any issue, especially one like
marriage equality.
Robison is one of them.
"I have no problem with the passage of
legislation on marriage equality; I just don't
think that it should be determined by the
courts," Robison said.
Robison, who identifies himselfas a Christian,
noted that it is important for the government
to be careful of impeding on citizens' personal
lives, regardless of their beliefs.
"Though what the Bible has to say about
homosexuality is pretty clear, I don't think
that mean~ that we have the right to legislate
our morality," Robison said.
On the other hand, there are many people
who believe decisions such as marriage equality should be kept closer to home and made
by the people. Hannah Culbertson, a senior
educational primary general studies major,
compared the issue of marriage equality with
the topic of Arkansas' citizens voting for or
against the alcohol amendment.
'Tm much more in favor ofstates being able
to decide, rather than the federal government
deciding for the people. (The decision) is closer
to the people," Culbertson said.

GradFest helps December grads
prepare for commencement

Anytime people
see pink, they
think 'breast

Beat Reporter
As of Oct. 6, more than half of the states
in the U.S. issue marriage licenses to samesex couples.
By declining to hear appeals from -five
states, the Supreme Court overturned bans
on same-sex marriage in Indiana, Oklahoma,
Utah, Virginia and Wisconsin on Oct. 6.
Reuters reported on Oct.10 that Idaho and
North Carolina had begun issuing same-sex
marriage licenses, bringing the total number
of states to 35.
For a brieftime in the spring, same-sex couples
were able to marry in Arkansas. According to
KATY, more than 400 couples were married,
mostly in Pulaski and Washington Counties
before the Arkansas Supreme Court issued
a stay on Judge Chris Piazza's decision. The
stay halted the marriage of same-sex couples
within all counties of Arkansas.
Junior John Mark Robison said that the
moral standing of the content is being ruled
over by courts.
"This is more worrisome to me, but only
because I have a problem with the courts
being used to form policy," Robison said.
"Marriage equality should be decided on by
the state legislators."
Much of the marriage equality debate

MODESTO, Calif-A
California man died from
numerous injuries on Oct. By Rebecca Neely
15 after he was mauled in Head Web Editor
A one-stop shop for
his backyard by four pit
bulls, according to CBS. Juan seniors graduating in DeFerdanez, 59, was attacked cember will take place on
on Oct. 14 by his neighbor's the front lawn Tuesday,
Oct. 21, and Wednesday,
dogs. The Modesto sheriff's
Oct. 22, from 8:30 a.m. to
office reports that the dogs
· 2 p.m. These days will be
tried to attack officials arriving an opportunity for seniors
at the scene and were shot. to pick up their caps and
LO S GATOS, Calif. gowns, purchase graduation
Netflix stock took a nosedive announcements and frames
on Wednesday when HBO fortheir degrees and visit
announced they will soon with organizations around
offer their content, including campus to close out any
the wildly popular Game of final business before leaving.
Thrones, on a standalone GradFest will also have a
streaming site, according photo Booth setup to take
pictures with Buff the Bison.
to Time. Netflix stock
The Center for Professional
dropped 25 percent after Excellence, Financial Aid,
the announcement, costing Alumni and Generation HU,
the company an estimated the post office, the bookstore,
$7 billion. However, Netflix the registrar and the Career
said "the competition will Center will have booths on
drive us both to be better." the front lawn to help all

Activit~es,

December graduates with
any issues they may have.
"Thi.s will be a great opportunity for us to network
with others, as well as take
care of necessary procedures
before leaving Harding,"
senior Kristin Galloway said.
One of the activities that
will be available for students
is the opportunity to "get
professional." Students
will be able to solicit help
with building a res~me and
receive Linkedln adviC"e,
as well as see the variety
of career services that the
campus offers.
Students will have the
opportunity to meet with
Generation HU and the
Alumni office to learn ways
they can continue their relationship with their alma
mater.
Dr. Ross Cochran has
been coordinating the event

along with other faculty and
. staff members.
"One of the things I am
most excited about D ecember
graduation is that H arding
is now using a graduation
gown vendor that uses a
gown made from 23 recycled
plastic bottles," Cochran said.
"It's a better gown that we
used previously and with
a strong environ mentalstewardship statement. We
will have a drawing each day
for a $50 VISA card, four
$25 VISA cards, a Harding
diploma frame and some
t-shirts. There will also be
refreshments."
This is an opportunity
for seniors to take care of
important business as well
as create memories with
their graduating frie nds.
For more information, go
to http://www.harding.edu/
graduation.

continued from lA

The process has been years in the
making,,,Keirn said, but planning for this
year's events began at the beginning of
the school year.
Sunday, Oct. 19, The Rock House is
hosting"Sizzlin'in the Sand" free dinner,
s'mores and volleyball behind The Rock
House. The Rock House is located at
802 E. Market Ave. Dinner and games
start at 5 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 20, students can find a
board game tournament in the pit of the

Student Center at 7 p.m. CAB will award
prizes to high achievers in Hardingopoly,
Mad Gab and more.Tuesday, Oct. 21 at
6 p.m., students can carve pumpkins and
watch a movie on the Front Lawn. The
movie is yet to be announced.
'Tm really excited about the pumpkin carving. Who doesn't lo.ve a little
Halloween excitement to get fall stuff
going? We usually miss out on that ·
because we're at school," SA Treasurer
senior Dane Roper said.

Wednesday, Oct. 22, will have no
events to allow normal devotionals on
and off campus.Thursday at 6 p.m. there
will be a retreat at Liz Howell's house at
343 Tater Hill Rd. There will be dinner
and karaoke.
Big Events Week is not exdusive to
non-club participants; anyone is welcome
to participate. Follow@hardingCAB,@
HardingSA, @therockhouse_HU and
@HardingU on Twitter for updates
and details.

Jumbotron construction nearly complete

G RANT SCHOL

I The Bison

The $250,000 Jumbotron is assembled at First Security Stadium on Oct. 14. The gift was entirely funded
by members of the 1959 Bisons football team to honor the legacy of their head coach, Carl Allison. The
Jumbotron will be dedicated at 5 p.m. before tomorrow's game against Ouachita Baptist University.
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Android vs. iPhone: shots fired
elliot mabe

guest
writer

I

know most of you q::ading this
probably have an iPhone. Apple's
iPhones are always among the
top-of-the-line smartphones every
year, and the iPhone 6 and 6 Plus are
no exception. But beauty is only skin
deep, and as our parents always told
us, "It's what's inside that counts."To
me, that's where I feel like Apple left
me wanting this year. There are three
things that I think still make the topend Android phones better than the
iPhone: the hardware, software and
customization.
If you're not familiar with what
hardware is inside the phone, I'll give
you a quick rundown. The processor is
sort of like the "brain of phone," and ·
its speed is measured in gigahertz. The
higher the speed, the faster your phone
runs. Random Access Memory (RAM)
gives your processor the ability to run
the operating system and application.
The more RAM you have, the more
apps you can run at the same time
without the phone slowing down. The
phone's display is the screen, and higher
resolutions (pixel counts) make text
easier to read, and videos and pictures
are clearer and sharper.
In terms of performance, they're no
slouches. With a 1.4 ghz dual-core 64
bit processor, a 4. 7 inch display with a
resolution of 1334 x 750 pixels (1920 x

1080 on the 6 Plus), 1 GB of RAM, and
16, 64, or 128 GB of storage, the 6 and
6 Plus have respectable specifications.
But if you compare those to, say, the
LG G3 (my phone of choice), they start
to look a little sheepish. The G3 comes
with a 2.5 ghz quad-core processor, a
5.5" display with a 2560 x 1440 pixels,
3 GB of RAM and 16 or 32 GB of
storage (with up to 128 GB additional
removable storage). Not to mention that
the battery in the G3 is removable, so if
your battery ever completely dies, you
can just buy another one from the store,
. without having to send it back to LG
for replacement (or Apple, in the case
of the iPhone). I think it 's safe to say
that the G3 takes the cake.
The hardware isn't the only thing that
makes up the phone, however, and this
is where the distinctions start to grow.
Now, I'm sure the majority of you are
familiar with iOS (the iPhone's operating system) or Android (the operating
system of other major companies' phones
such as Samsung, HTC or LG). There
is only one thing that I , as an Android
user, envy ofiOS users, and that would
be software updates. Since Android is
open source, all of the manufacturers
put their own touch on their phone's
version of it. This creates some problems, as Google is the distributor of the
Android operating system, and if you
don't own a phone made by thern, you
might have to wait a few months for
the other Android sellers to put their
finishing touches on the new update.
Since Apple makes their own phones
and operating system, they are able to
optimize their updates for all of their
devices before releasing them, so all
iPhones get upgrades at the same time.
;
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And that brings me to my final
advantage: customization. This is my
favorite part about the Android OS.
Take a look at your iPhone, and then
go find someone else with an iPhone,
an d compare what they look like. The
phone looks the same. The apps look
the same. Sure, you might have different
backgrounds, but that's about where the
differences end. On Android, there are
infinite ways t o customize your phone
to make it completely unique. If you
don't like the look that your phone's
manufacturer gave to the Android OS,
you can ·download a different theme
from the Google Play Store, or even
make one yourself. You control what
your phone looks like. In the case of
the Motorola Moto X phone, you can
customize the physical phone to your
liking as well, with 25 different backs,
including wood, leather and metal.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not an
"Apple hater" as some people might
label me. I own an iPad and I really
do enjoy iOS - although not so much
iOS 8. I originally had an iPhone and
loved it until I switched over to the
"dark side" and got my first Android
phone, the Samsung Galaxy S4 Active.
But I just can't justify buying a $900+
phone when one that is $300 less has
·better hardware and won't bend"in my
pocket. So until Apple stops playing
catch up and releases an iPhone with
the same shock factor that the original
had seven years ago, don't expect to see
me walking around campus with an
iPhone anytime soon.

ELLIOT MABE is a guest writer for the
Bison.
He may be contacted at
jmabe@harding.edu.
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Interested in writing a response to "Android vs. iPhone?" Contact
Cole Mokry at jmokry@harding.edu
.
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Life doesn't have to be perfect
how others get the boot when we think
of ourselves. The conversation turned
into how thinking that way leads us
guest
to attempt to plan this perfect life for
ourselves and we end up missing opporwriter
tunities to serve others. It hit me that
I've been so busy trying to live out this
last year at H arding so "perfectly" that
I've missed opportunities to be with
en I pulled into the parking others, and a feeling of guilt came over
ot this school year, a lot of me. Who am I that I deserve some great
things were on my mind What life where the shots are all called my
weighed the most was that I was about way? Where I have to know everything
to start a season of"lasts," and a large about everything? And in what world
part of me was saddened by this. There did God ever promise that everything
is a lot about my Harding experience was going to go as I planned for them
that I have enjoyed and wouldn't trade to go? As I stopped to take a look back
for anything. There is also a part of me at the semester so far, I realized that
that is rt;ady for the next chapter when I h ave tried to live this semester so
my time here is up.
perfectly that I haven't actually given
As I was getting ready to come back everything I have.
to school this August, I spent some time
Back in July, Anberlin released their
thinking about everything that would last album "lowborn." In the opener of
happen this year and what I needed to the album, "We Are Destroyer," Stephen
do. From the start, my plan was to take in Christian sings, "Give us what we want!
every day as it came, keep a good balance What we don't want to earn ... If all we
of school and fun and enjoy this season are is just what we've earned, we are the
oflasts instead of being upset that my destroyer. "These lyrics have played in my
time here is almost up.
mind a lot since that night. I have caught
The other night I was at a devo and myself thinking about the things that
we discussed a Francis Chan video are going to make me happy now and
where he talks about how people think try to repress any thoughts that would
so much about instant gratification and make me unhappy but might actually

jacob bommarito

be better for me. Unintentionally, I
have tried perfecting this year to my
liking. So far, this has been a great year
- arguably my favorite - but I find
myself wondering what would happen
if, instead of planning and perfecting
the year, I just fully enjoyed every day
as it came.
The problem for me is I want everything to work out perfectly. I think
that is human nature. Who doesn't want
things to happen the best way possible?
I think of Moses, who argued with God
because he wasn't an eloquent speaker,
yet God still used him.
I have seven months until graduation.
There are a lot of tests to take, projects to
complete, and other things that I need
to wrap up before my time is finished
on this campus. My first thought is to
make sure everything is perfect. My first
thought is to make everything about
me. What I need to do though, is step
aside and stop making this all about
me. Where do we get this notion that
we have earned everything and that we
deserve it all?
Life begins when the planning ends,
and I don't need perfection anymore.

JACOB BOMMARITO is a guest writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jbommari@harding.edu.
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Jan et Jackson's

'Rhyth m NatI•0 n
1814 '
' ' we are a nation with no geographic
boundaries bound together through our
beliefs. We are like-minded individuals
with a common vision pushing toward a world rid of
color-lines."
Thus begins Janet Jackson's "Rhythm Nation 1814,"
arguably the magnum opus of'80s pop and the pioneer
of social justice in the Top 40. Unfortunately for Miss
Jackson and 98 percent of my generation, she is best
remembered for her infamous "wardrobe malfunction"
at Super Bowl XXXVIII, which, if you can believe it,
was more than 10 years ago.
What many people have forgotten over the years
is the tremendous success Janet Jackson had with
"Control," the album preceding "Rhythm Nation" in
1986. "Control" was considered by label executives
to be a safe, surefire success. "Rhythm Nation'' was a
departure from that, a conscious act of rebellion on
Janet's part directed against her pop label. She wanted
to make an album that would challenge the status quo,
and indeed it did.
The album addresses a number of social issues,
including bigotry, poverty and substance abuse. More
than one song was written as a response to crises covered
by the media, such as "State of the World," written about
the Stockton playground murders. Perhaps an extension
from the war on drugs that occurred throughout the
1980s, a major theme on "Rhythm Nation" is living
a sober life free from drugs and alcohol, which was
then, and continues to be, the antithesis of the "rock
star lifestyle."
"Rhythm Nation" also served as the trailblazer for
a sub genre of music that has become known as "pop
anthems." It's all but expected now for singers to
have a platform or at least a song or two about social
consciousness.
It's been trendy for the last five years or so to advocate
."being yourself," with singers like Katy Perry, P!nk, Lady
Gaga, Ke.Sha and several others promoting this mantra
through their music. Many contemporary artists apply
this message specifically to the gay rights movement,
but Janet was one of the first to put her money where
her mouth is and use "Rhythm Nation" to protest social
injustices surrounding not just sexual orientation but
also race, gender and social class.
Even the aesthetic from the music video for "Rhythm
Nation" can be seen mirrored in contemporary artists'
work. The black and white cinematography, while not
inherently groundbreaking, has been cited as inspiration
for renowned photographer Steven Klein. The military
inspired fashion and choreography are present in
performances by Madonna in her Blonde Ambition
tour, Ke$ha in her Warrior tour and L ady Gaga in her
Born This Way Ball tour.Janet Jackson was obviously
not the first person to dance in a military uniform - I
can name three instances off the top of my head from
1950-60 when performers did this - but she brought
the trend back from the dead and opened the door
for dozens of pop artists to draw inspiration from the
same source.
Maybe you don't listen to Janet Jackson every day
- and that's okay, I guess. You may have never even
heard of"Rhythm Nation,"which is forgivable but
also something I'm glad I could correct. It's not an
album present in our catalogue of recent trends, but it
has directly influenced so many of the artists who are
contemporary or trendy that if you even scratch the
surface of one of the videos playing on MTV, you'll
find Janet's impact underneath. There's no denying the
visible effect "Rhythm Nation" has had on pop music
and, as a result, us.
COLE MOKRY is the.opinions editor for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
jmokry@harding.edu.
Twitter: @jcolemokry
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Death should
not be your
decision
( ( A l l those things make every
day worthwhile."
These are the words of
terminally ill cancer patient Brittany
Maynard, 29, in a video on her website,
www.thebrittanyfund.org. Her quote
refers to trips she's been on recently,
exploring the outdoors and spending
time with her family. I guess that's
something one could expect any terminally ill person to say; that he or she is
valuing every minute left on Earth. But
when you put Brittany's statement into
the context of her situation, it doesn't
really make sense.
Brittany is choosing to utilize an act
called death with dignity: she's planning
on ending her own life on Nov.1. As her
website states, "Death with dignity or aid
in dying is a medical practice in which
a terminally ill and mentally competent
adult requests, and a doctor prescribes,
a life-ending medication the person
self-administers. " She says that every
day is worthwhile, but all the while she
has a literal countdown going until her
own death. It seems contradictory to me.
When you first reach her website,
a pop-up reads, "Sign the card and let
Brittany know you support her bravery
in this very tough time." But I'm sorry
Brittany: choosing death with dignity is
not being brave. Bravery is when cancer
patients choose to fight through the
pain; bravery is when people pray their
hearts out; bravery is being OK with the
fact that death is an unknown. I can't
imagine what Brittany is going through.
I'm sure that the suffering she is dealing
with is incredibly difficult, but choosing
to die is not the right escape.
A woman named Kara Tippetts who
is suffering from terminal cancer as
well wrote an open letter to Brittany
on the blog www.aholyexperience.com.
She stated beautifully, "That last kiss,
that last warm touch, that last breath,
matters - but it was never intended
for us to decide when that last breath is
breathed. Knowing Jesus, knowing that
He understands my hard goodbye, He
walks with me in my dying. My heart
longs for you to know Him in your dying.
Because in His dying, He protected my
living. My living beyond this place."
No matter how I look at it, Brittany
Maynard is suicidal. She is planning to
kill herself The definition of suicide is,
"the action of killing oneself intentionally."
It doesn't get much more intentional
than having pills ready and waiting for
a particular day.
I don't know if Brittany is a Christian.
She never mentions her faith or God on
her website or in her video. So it makes
me wonder where she believes she's going
to spend eternity after Nov. 1, or if she
even believes in any sort of eternal life.
It makes me sad that she doesn't want
to live until God decides to take her to
be with him.
Death with dignity is currently available
in five states. But I hate that it's called
death with dignity. Approved suicide is
no better than any other death.
I can't even begin to imagine the type
of pain that those with terminal illnesses
face. But I know for a fact that it is not
up to us when our lives end. And that
decision should not be placed in our
hands. Difficulties, struggles and pain
are part of life. But so should be faith,
prayer and persistence.
Another statement Brittany makes
in her video is this: "I hope to enjoy
however many days I have left on this
beautiful Earth."
I hope those days go beyond Nov. 1.

ALEXIS HOSTICKA is the
editor-in-chief for the Bison.
She may be contacted at
ahostlck@harding.edu.
Twitter: @alexis_hosticka
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My Myers-Briggs type is JCREW
grant schol

"outlet mall." If you have ever been to my
apartment you know I have a stupid amount
of sweaters. And my relationship with Siri
guest
is strictly business: "what's the weather like
today and can I wear my favorite scarf?"
writer
It is not a well-known fact, however, as
to why I like nice clothes. I view clothing as
an investment. Purchasing garments made
from better quality materials and that are
've been called many things in my life. truly built to last may be expensive, but
I've been called a friend - and foe - I've at least they will do exactly what they are
been called sassy (which is my middle suppose to do: last.
name); I've been called strange - which is
Good quality and well-made clothes are
probably appropriate - I've been called a not only an investment in themselves but
coffee addict and Taylor Swift's biggest fan also an investment in yourself. Whether
(I'm feelin' 22, amiright?). These names, or we admit it or not, a nice piece of clothing
titles as I like to think of them, are true in boosts self-confidence. And some may say,
every sense. I have no shame in my T. Swift "Well, then you're not confident enough
fangirl moments or in my seemingly random in yourself and you put too much value
bursts of crazy. One name, however, that I in material things." But I have to disagree
with that position. Clothes are an avenue
do find rather offensive is clothing snob.
It is a well-known fact that I like nice of self-expression that is unlike any other.
clothes. If you are Snapchat friends with They allow your personality to be explicme you know I have a not-so-secret love itly stated, right there on your chest, for
affair with J. Crew. If you have ever been the world to see and with no explanation
on vacation with me you know that my necessary. They are a wearable, 100% cotton
most recent Google Maps search is always personality profile.

I

Instead of throwing a quick judgment
at someone because you think you immediately know them, step back and consider
all the elements. Take a look at my chunky
knit cotton sweater, oxford button-up, fl.at
front grey chinos and fl.or-de-lis socks. M y
cotton sweater says I value comfort and ease
of care, fl.at front pants says I don't want to
look like a dad by wearing pleated pants, and
my patterned socks say that I like to have
a splash of eccentricity in my day. They ail
give the world a little insight into what I am
like as a person. Clothes help build initial
bonds and make connections with people
that can be cultivated into something more.
So to those who say I am materialistic and
insecure, please see the first paragraph where
I said I don't care what you call me. And
take a look at the human shaped billboards
walking around everywhere all covered in
pre-shrunk, iron-friendly, cotton-wool blend
and consider what all the wearable personality
elements truly say about a person.
GRANT SCHOL is the head
photographer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
gscholl@hardlng.edu.

Peel-a-flop

I

just had the worst Popsicle of my entire
life. It all started a few months ago,
when I was clipping coupons out of
the Sunday newspaper.
"Oh,howquaint,"yousay.''Mygreat-grandmother does that," you say. "Do you also
wear white pumps and eat dinner at 4:30?"
you ask. Please, I am trying to share a story
of heartbreak, and you are interrupting.
So I was looking over the coupons when
something made me do a double take. It
was a picture of a giant banana on a stick,
and it was breaking through a hole in the
Arctic Circle. At first I thought - as surely
anyone would - about that episode of
"The Muppet Show" where Marvin Suggs
and his singing fruit belted out a chorus
of "We have no bananas today." But then
I realized that this was no stick puppet. It
was a Wonka Peel-a-Pop, and it was "New
in the ice cream aisle."
It seemed that the legendary candymaker had done it again. He had managed
to invent a vanilla ice cream Popsicle with
an edible outside. The yellow skin on the
Popsicle is pre-cut so that you can peel
it just like a banana. And the peeling is
banana flavored. It seemed straight out of
the Chocolate Room in Wonka's factory,
where everything is edible. That is, except
for the stick. But I'm sure it's only a matter
of time before Wonk.a cracks that code, too.
So I clipped the dollar-off coupon,
anxious to try this masterpiece. Just
thinking about it brought back memories
of the ice cream truck that used to patrol
my neighborhood, ringing its melodious

}.
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michael
claxton

bell. Every day, right after the bus had
dropped me off from school, I heard that
hypnotic sound. My brain was hooked
on the chiming of that bell that sent
me running to the front yard from anywhere in the house. Mr. Pavlov would be
proud.
My favorite Popsicle back then was
called "Froze Toes."It was made of pink ice
cream in the shape of a human foot, and
a red ball of bubble gum stuck out where
the big toenail should be. It used to give
me great delight to nibble my way around
the inner heel, slurp up past the arch, and
then bite off each little toe until only the
bubble gum remained. A little bizarre, you
say? Go ahead and judge me if you must.
I'd just like to know your strategy for eating
a pink foot on a stick.
Anyway, I cannot tell you how much I was
looking forward to the Wonka Peel-a-Pop.
I bought a box of8, went home and,just for
old times' sake, rang a little bell. Then I took
the wrapper off my Popsicle. Following the
directions on the box, I bit off the end and
then peeled back the yellow skin. For just a
brief moment, I was too enchanted by the
fact that I was actually peeling a Popsicle
to realize that the Peel-a-Pop tasted awful.

- - - - ---

But it's true. First, the banana flavoring
is just as gross as banana flavoring always
is. Then, the peeling has a rubbery texture
that would not be out ofplace on a calamari
Popsicle. And on top of all that, the inside
tastes like that cheap ice cream in little
paper cups from my elementary school
cafeteria-the stuff you had to eat with a
fl.at wooden spoon. The whole·thing really
was horrible beyond words. I don't think I've
been so badly disappointed in anything since
I saw the sequel to "Weekend at Bernies."
It breaks my heart to speak ill of Willy
Wonka. He was one of my childhood heroes. Who wouldn't look up to a man who
wore a purple tailcoat and top hat, had a
chocolate river fl.owing through his backyard,
and delivered poetic justice to obnoxious
children like Veruca Salt? I read both the
Roald Dahl books many times, watched
the 1971 movie over and over and gobbled
up my fair share of Wonka brand candy.
Now I feel cheated. I almost want to
scream along with Grandpa Joe when he
thinks that Mr. Wonka has tricked Charlie
out ofhis lifetime supply ofchocolate: "You're
a cheat and a swindler! How could you do
such a thing? Build up a little boy's hopes
and then smash all his dreams to pieces!"
But perhaps that would be over-reacting.
Some people might like Peel-a-Pops. In
case you want to try one, I've got seven left.
I'll go get the bell.
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for the Bison.
He may be contacted at
mclaxto l@hardlng.edu.
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Reisman
hopefuls
We are basically through
the first half of the 2014
NCAA football season and
have watched a fair share of
upsets and surprises thus far.
Who has stepped up and put
their name on the list to be
the next Heisman Trophy
candidate?
I will list my top two candidates who I believe deserve
the trophy based on the first
half of this year, which could
change by seasons' end.
No. 1: Qyarterback D ak
Prescott from Mississippi
State University. Yes, MSST.
Prescott is on my Heisman
hopeful list because of the
way he not only leads his
team, but how he plays on
the field . He has taken a
program that has seen better
GRANT SCHOL I The Bison
days over the last decade, to
Senior offensive lineman, David Lee, runs out onto the field with the hammer Saturday, Oct. 4. The hammer goes to the player
being the No. 1 team in the
with the most cut-blocks from the previous week's game.
NCAA coaches' poll. Prescott
is a perfect example of what
a dual @ looks like. H e has
passed for nearly 1,500 yards
,,
and 14 touchdowns, along By Shane Schock
those objectives.
a way to give the Bisons a with a good passing game is the ball well, and if he can't
with more than 500 yards Sports Editor
find someone open, he tucks
The Bisons are averaging good game regardless of each always challenging."
The No. 13 ranked Bisons 410.2 yards rushing per game other's record.
rushing through six games.
Simmons said Frazier's it and runs hard, sometimes
He gets the nod from me over host N o. 22 ranked Ouachita this season,just under 300 yards
Harding's defense is not elusiveness and speed will be harder after initial contact."
other quarterbacks because of Baptist University in the battle more than OBU has given up only playing an undefeated difficult to contain. Simmons
Lane said they need to come
the SEC schedule Prescott ofthe unbeatens this weekend on average per game (127.0), opponent this week but also said that if they can hold out and win the physical battle
competes in. Prescott will have at First Security Stadium.
which could be the deciding also a former South Eastern Frazier to an average day, it's and really test their wide outs.
Harding (5-0) and OBU factor between winning or Conference quarterback, Kyle a win for the Bison defense. He said they have to execute
the opportunity to solidify
his Heisman chances within (5-0) will duke it out to see losing. The Bisons are looking Frazier. Frazier played for the
OBU has the third-ranked their game plan better than
Mississippi State's remaining who can stay atop the Great to find OBU's weakness and Auburn University Tigers offense in the GAC, the best past weeks.
schedule; they play Arkansas American Conference (GAC) exploit it.
Saturday is not just a big
up until the fall of the 2014 rated offense the No. 1-ranked
and Alabama University over as a number one contender
"They have done a good season where he transferred GAC Harding defense has game for the Bisons as they
the next few weeks and end going into week eight.
job against us every year as to OBU.
faced thus far this season. look to stay undefeated, but
"Being undefeated, each far as the scheme they run,"
with Ole Miss University, who
"This is really the first This could be a measure of it is also the unveiling of the
game moving forward is vital O ller said. "It's all about game this season where we how good Harding's defense new jumbotron scoreboard
is also no joke in the SEC.
N o. 2: Runnin g b ac k to our football team," senior finding their weakness in what are facing a team that has a actually is.
donated and dedicated to
Melvin Gordon from the slotback J ason O ller said. they're doing and executing duel threat at quarterback,"
"Frazier brings a strong arm the 1959 Harding University
University of Wisconsin . "All the goals we set are in our game plan. "
defensive coordinator Paul and can complete throws other Bisons.
Gordon is a quick and speedy front of us at this point, and
O ller said it does not mat- Simmons said. "Any time you GAC quarterbacks cannot
Harding will play OBU
back that brings a dangerous winning Saturday lets us take ter that OBU is undefeated can add an element of the make,'' senior comerback Dar- Saturday at 6 p.m. at First
run threat to the Wisconsin a big step in accomplishing because they always find quarterback run game along ious Lane said. "He manages Security Stadium.
football team. H e is on top of
my list because ofhis importance
to his team. I could say that
for all the top 10 Heisman
hopefuls, but the University
of Wisconsin really leans on
Gordon to keep the offense
afloat. His 132 carries this
season are among one of the
years in Arena Football and
highest totals for a running By David Salley
Asst.
Sports
Editor
NFL Europe, Lowe made the
back in the NCAA. Gordon
This past Saturday, while jump to the SEC in 1998
has rushed for 1,046 yards and
13 touchdowns through the many people were happily and h as not looked back.
first six games and averages enjoying a night of football He said h e still remembers
a whopping 7. 9 yards a carry. from their couches, Searcy coach Frock's encouragement
Gordon's break out gam e resident and Harding alumnus along the way.
"When I was going up
was again st Bowling G reen Rick Lowe was enjoying it
from
the
center
of
Kyle
Field
through
the ranks, he was one
University; he rushed for 253
at
Texas
A&M.
of
my
biggest
supporters,"
yards on only 13 carries, an
who
is
the
presiLowe,
Lowe
said.
"When
I got to
average of almost 20 yards
dent
and
general
manager
of
the
SEC
h
e
was
the
second
an attempt. O ne component
Searcy
Winnelson
Plumbing
person
I
called.
I
called
my
that could hurt Gordon is his
Courtesy of Rick Lowe
Supplies
during
the
workweek,
wife
first
and
him
second.
I'm
team's strength ofcompetition
Rick
Lowe
referees
an
Auburn
vs.
Kansas
State
game.
Lowe
has worked 16
officiat es South Eastern not sure if h e wasn't more
and the Big 10 schedule.
years
for
the
South
Eastern
Conference.
I think these two players Conference football games excited about it than I was."
It's certainly been a wild
That is saying something, increasingly complicated now, racking up 98 career
h ave really shined under the as an umpire on weekends.
Lowe
graduated
from
games
worked,
three
SEC
ride
for Lowe, and it is a
because
for
Lowe,
nothing
college
football
rulebook
and
spot light this year and deserve
Harding
in
1977,
and
said
also
receives
a
in
his
career
quite
compared
packet
from
ch
ampionship
games
and
ride,
he admits, that could
to be recognized right now as
that
it
was
his
former
coach,
to
the
atmosph
ere
h
e
was
the
SEC
office
detailing
his
a
lot
of
scrapes
and
scars
be
nearing
its end.
two of the top players in the
Bisons
legend
John
Prock,
to
every
Saturday
welcomed
personal
performance
in
along
the
way.
He
recalled
''I'm
59
right now," he
NCAA. Ofcourse, players like
who
got
him
into
officiating
in
the
SEC.
whatever
gam
e
he
worked
a
game
in
Georgia's
Sanford
said.
"In
a
couple
years, I'll
Oregon University quarterback
by
asking
him
to
work
peeopportunity
to
work
"The
the
past
weekend.
It
does
Stadium
where,
after
being
be
done.
I
won't
want
to be,
M arcus Mariota and Georgia
wee
games
after
class
one
day.
in
the
SEC
is
unbelievable,"
n
ot
stop
once
th
e
games
struck
by
a
facemask,
his
but
that's
just
how
it
is."
University running backTodd
"I was in coach Prock's Lowe said. "The adrenaline end, either. After the whistle eye was bleeding so badly
As he heads to Baton
Gurley belong at the top of
class
- I don't rememb er rush walking out ofthat tunnel blows, Lowe and his team's that the announcers "had Rouge this Saturday to watch
this list as well, but I wanted
to bring Gordon and Prescott what class it was - and with hundreds of thousands of night is spent in meticulous basically picked the flowers LSU tangle with Kentucky,
Lowe said that, at this
to the front of the discussion after class h e called me up people screaming and cussing film study of their calls for the funeral" before he was
stitched up on the sideline; point, it 's all about apbecause of how much they and said, 'I need you Sunday at you -- there's nothing like throughout the game.
"It's a dedication thing," and then another at LSU, preciating every moment,
mean to their t eam and their to go work pee-wee football it. M y ears ring for two days
games.' That's kind of how after a big game."
Lowe said. "(To get to the where he took a Tim Tebow because he knows whenever
success.
I got started," L owe said.
Life as an official is not SEC) you've gotta be good, helmet straight to the chin he steps onto that field, he's
#SchockTalk
Lowe went and slowly without its challenges, though. but you also have to be lucky - a frightening thought living every football fan's
SHME SCHOCK is sports worked his way up the lad- SEC officials are put through to be seen at the righ t time for even the toughest SEC dream: "Every time I walk
ecitor for the 2014der of Arkansas officiating. strenuous mental and physical by the right person, and once linebacker.
down that tunnel, I th ank
2015 Bison. He may be
After working both hig h preparation in order t o be you get there, you work your
"I
stayed
in
th
e
game,
the Lord and look around
contacted at
school
and
small
college
in
top
form
on
Saturdays.
tail
off
to
stay."
though,"
Lowe
said.
"I
didn't
and
think, 'how did this old
sschock@harcing.eclJ.
ball
simultaneously
for
19
Once
a
week,
Lowe
takes
Lowe
has
managed
to
know where I was, but I country boy from Texas get
Twitter.
@Shane...M...Schock
to be here?"
years and spending several a 10-question test over the stay around for 16 years stayed in the gam e."

Bisons, Tigers battle to remain undefeated

Harding alumnus
living the dream
as SEC official
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Senior Bo Bryant checks in with senior defensive lineman Matt Cain at practice on Oct. 14. Cain hurt his knee at practice the
week of the Southern Arkansas University game.

Athletic trainers helping Bisons stay healthy
out at practices and games
in order to fulfill p art of
Because collegiate ath- their clinical assignment
letes compete at the level requirements. Eric Myers, a
and intensity they do, it is staff physical therapist and
not uncommon for many of athletic trainer who serves
them to end up with a few as the rehabilitation coorinjuries over the course of dinator for all of Harding's
their college careers. All eyes teams, said he supervises
are on the injured players as five students.
"(Student athletic trainers)
they hobble off of the field
after receiving a crushing help our athletes by stretching,
tackle, getting pegged with assisting, correcting (and)
a fastball or butting heads progressing their therapeutic
with an opponent. Yet in exercise routines, protective
those moments , it is the taping and fetching a lot of
members of the athletic ice bags,"Myers said. "They
training staff who become are a major help for me in
the most important people the rehabilitation clinic, as
on the field.
we may have a dozen or
The athletic training staff more athletes at one time,
consists of several faculty and there is no way I could
members, as well as athletic assist, observe and progress
training students who help each athlete. The students
By Matt Ryan
Features Editor

are all an extra set of eyes
and hands for me."
Senior Zach Wickes,
who has served as a student
athletiC trainer since his
sophomore year, said athletic
training students get the
chance to observe and work
with players and trainers in
all of Harding's competitive
athletic programs.
"Each semester we're
assigned to different clinical
assignments," Wickes said.
"So one time I might work
with the baseball team. I'll
go to the baseball practices
and set up for them, I'll do
injury evaluations that we
come across. One time last
fall, I was assigned to our
rehab clinic, so any athletes
who were injured, we are
in charge of doing their

rehabilitation and getting
them back to return to play."
Wickes said this fall he
primarily works with the
football team. His job during
the season involves helping
set up for practice, traveling
with the team when necessary,
doing rehab with players who
are almost recovered from
injuries and surveying the
field to watch for injuries
and acting as a sort of first
responder. He said that in
most cases, students start the
athletic training program in
the fall of their sophomore
year and are required to
work at least 200 hours
every semester after that,
with the exception of their
last semester when they only
have to work 100 hours.
Senior B o Bryant, a

student athletic trainer, said
the clinical work he does
allows him to physically help
players and gain professional
experience, but he said he
also sees the work as a kind
of ministry. He said it gives
himseif and others a chance
to serve people on emotional,
mental and spiritual levels.
"Athletic training is not
just about helping athletes
heal from physical pain,"
Bryant said. "When athletes
experience that physical
pain, emotional, mental
and spiritual pain usually
follow along due to the
fact that they cannot play.
That's where athletic training
becomes a ministry and it is
where I take the advantage
to connect with the athletes
on a deeper level."

Women's soccer revive · c-o nference p ay
By Kyle Nossaman
Beat Reporter

The women's soccer team
found their groove just in
time for Great American
Conference play. After losing
eight straight non-conference
games, the team won four
straight GAC games by a
combined score of 13-3. By
comparison, Harding was
outscored 15-3 in the first
eight games of the season.
Their first conference
win was a 6-1 defeat of
Ouachita Baptist University
in Arkadelphia, Ark. Junior
midfielder Audrey Adkison
earned a hat trick by scoring

game. Adkison is the team okay with winning a game
three goals in the game, be a conference game."
Afterthe6-1 OBU game, leader in goals and assists, 1-0or2-1."
becoming the first player to
Harris also added that
do so since 2011. She also the team beat conference with five and six respectively.
opponents Southwestern As a veteran midfielder, she winning is not everything.
had two assists.
"Even though we had Oklahoma State University, knows how to read the game He coined a team hashtag
lost our previous games, Northwestern Oklahoma and when to shoot or pass. #PlayForHim from an idea
"Attacking by distributing that the girls had been talking
we put them behind us and State University and East
is key," Adkison said. "We're about and had put on the
believed with all our hearts Central University..
"There was just a switch connecting p~sses extremely board on several occasions.
th at we could beat OBU,"
"We want to dedicate all
that turned on," Harris said. well and have scored almost
Adkison said.
According to women's head "There's also a familiarity with all of our goals off crosses." that we do to our heavenly
While Harris loves the father,'' Harris said. "We play
soccer coach Greg Harris, conference foes. There are
the team's turnaround came some things about conference goals, he is equally proud of for Him."
The team currently stands
play that the girls are used the team's defensive effort
at just the right time.
"We needed a win, regard- ·to. They feel a little bit more these past few games.
. at 4-9-0 overall and 4-1-0
less of where it came from," confident."
"We all want to contest in the GAC. The next game
Harris said. "It was fortunate
Confidence also comes every shot that other teams is at home tonight at 7 •p.m.
for us that it came against with scoring goals. The team take. I see us doing that a versus Ouachita Baptist
Ouachita and happened to is averaging 13.2 shots per lot more," Harris said. 'Tm University.

.

Cheerleader
Edition

Who is your dance
inspiration?

r What actress would you have
play you in a movie about
your life?

What is your favorite
movie quote?

Marcie Master

Beyonce
obviously, I taught
her everything
she knows.
Definitely Jennifer
Lawrence. I'm pretty
sure we are the
same person.
"I solemnly swear
that I am up to no
good." - "Harry Potter
and the Prisoner of

Brooke Bartelt Belle Blickenstaff Bailey Clements Peyton Templeton

Beyonce. Just
kidding. A
cheerleader.

Julianne

Hough.

"But you ain't got
no legs, Lt. Dan."
- "Forrest Gump"

Azkaban"

' What is your most
embarasslng cheerleader

moment?

At my first high school
game, I tripped and
busted it in front of
hundreds of people.

Behind the facade offalling
leaves and candy overloads,
inbetween o ne too many
pumpkin spice lattes is the
greatest celebration in the
month of October: sports.
October brings nearly
every sport togeth er for a
plethora of pads, a bounty of
bats and countless athletes.
The NFL is in the middle of the season, NCAA
football is holding strong,
Major League Baseball is
closely approaching the
World Series and both the
NBA and the NHL are in
the preseason. But wait,
there is more.
NASCAR is finishing
the race for the cup, Major
League Soccer is in week
34 and here at Harding
the Bisons are engaging in
football, soccer, volleyball,
golf and cross-country.
In what other month can
you watch the second-ranked
team in the nation lose and
then flip to another sport
to watch a team win in a
blowout?
On Oct. 11 you could've
attended more than 10 collegiate sporting events in the
state, headed over the state
line and your opportunities
for sporting events would
have tripled.
There are so many aspects
to sports, both live and televised, that we don't think
about but that really make
the experience incredible.
Going to live events provides
entertainment, stadium food
and an experience .you will
never forget. Watching sports
at horn~ is a great way to bond
with family and.provides the
ability to watch multiple
games at once.
Between the pitches from
the mound and the cheers
from the crowd, October can
say nothing else but sports.
When we get to October,
the crispness in the air can
compare to no other.
When we watch games
in October, every play is
crucial. When we live in
October, a sport becomes
morethanjustagame. Sports
in October simply are the
best of the best.

At a competition,
one of my shoes flew
off so I had to finish
my routine barefoot.

The dancing
lobsters from The
Amanda Show.

Reese
Witherspoon.

"So ... uh ... you play
the beautiful game?
Bros? Brothers? '
Brethren?" - "She's
the Man"
At cheer camp, I
blanked in my tryout
and just stood there
for the whole routine.

Shakira because
my hips don't
lie.

Miranda

Lambert.

"Help me, I'm poor."

A5 year old.

Hayden
Panettiere.

"You're a wizard,

Harry." - "Harry

- "Bridesmaids"

Potter and ff/e
Sorcerer's Storie"

Once I was tumbling
on the beach and
my bathing suit
bottom cam~ untied.

During practice last
year. I thought I'd
be smooth and do
a cartwheel but 1 fell
over really badly.

~
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Graduate student publishes third book
By Zach Hailey
Asst. Copy Editor

Many dream of growing up and writing a novel or a
storybook, but rarely does it become a reality. For graduate
student Emily Owens, writing children's stories has become
a way of expanding her calling as a school teacher. OweJ:?-S
recently published her third book, "Jazzy Frog John."
"I started writing a long time ago - maybe fifth or sixth
grade," Owens said. "Not really full books, but poetry. It
had the same kind of rhyming pattern that is in the books
I write. As I fell in love with ·teaching, writing became
almost a way to enhance my teaching."
Owens has written all of her books as gifts for her closest
friends. "Jazzy Frog John" was written as a gift for junior
John Frizzell. Owens said the book reads in a rhythmic
way that br~ngs John's singing to life when read aloud.
"He inspired the main characterwhich is a frog named
John," Owens said. "I feel bad because the character is
not completely like him because the character is a little
self-centered ... John (Frizzell) isn't a spotlight stealer, but
he is an awesome singer and he's a music sharer."
"Jazzy Frog John" is the story of a frog who lives in a
swamp and has a knack for being able to woo animal crowds
with his melodious voice, but when an otter comes to the
sw~mp carrying a fiddle, the fr?g folds his arms in anger.
"When the otter starts to play along on his fiddle,Jazzy
Frog John gets super territorial about it,"Owens said. "He
stops singing and he crosses his arms and he says, 'What
do you think you are doing?' The otter backs off a little ...
but leaves Jazzy Frog John with the advice that music is
better when it's shared."
Owens said that eventually, the animals in the swamp
begin to pipe up and offer their musical talents to Jazzy
Frog John, and they all join together to play after the frog
apologizes to them for being self-centered.
"The message is written into the words," Owens said.
"It's a really fun story and it's a quick read; very 'easy to
get into."
Owens sister, Marcy Yoder, illustrates all of her books
and for "Jazzy Frog John," the two got to write the story
together.
"We are kind of kindred spirits when it comes to what
we envisi~n for a story," Owens said. "For 'Jazzy Frog John,'

LINDA FERELLE I The Bison
Graduate student Emily Owens sits among some of her favorite children's books available in the Brackett
Library, Oct. 15. Owens recently finished writing "Jazzy Frog John," her third published children's book.
I was at her house for the writing part, too. It was great to paint?' and I'll write it right in."
Owens said she plans on writing more in the future and
be able to say, 'what kind of animal should come and play
the fiddle?' ... It's fun knowing she is going to illustrate it she cannot wait to continue her creativity. Her books can
because I can say, 'what kind of animal would you like to be purchased online at www.amazon.com.

General studies
major offers
opportunity to
customize degrees,
broaden horizons
by Alexis Hosticka
Editor-in-Chief

,

Courtesy of Mat Faulkner

Six-year-old Lawson Faulkner and his 9-year-old brother, Easton Faulkner, sell their
homemade jersey pillows at Get Down Downtown Sept. 27. The brothers said they
are considering expanding their business if pillow sales go well.

Young entrepreneurs sell
their jersey·pillow creations
By Rachel Brackins

Editorial Asst.
To solve the ever-constant
problem of a lack of cash, Easton
and Lawson Faulkner, ages nine
and six respectively, have decided to
turn old sports jerseys into pillows
and sell them.
According to Easton Faulkner,
they considered taking the traditional lemonade stand approach
to earn spending money but were
promp ted by their father, Think
Advertising owp.er Mat Faulkner, to
seek another, more creative method.
"W e wanted to make money
because there were a lot of things
we wanted to get, but we didn't have
any money to buy them," Easton
Faulkner said. "So we talked to
Dad and said, 'We want to start
our own business.' And we talked
about different ideas. He said we
should do something with old
jerseys, so we talked about ties,
quilts and pillows. Then we stuck
on pillows."
The young entrepreneurs then
began to seek out and compare

different seamstresses and look for
ways to advertise in the community.
According to Shelley Faulkner, the
boys' mother, they had their first
encounter with the public at Get
Down D owntown last month,
where they closed their first sale.
Even though they are still
working out some kinks with "a
problem with some fuzzies" and
finding the perfect model, Easton
Faulkner has hopes for expansion
in the future.
"We're going to see pow it turns
out," Easton Faulkner said. "If it
turns out good and we sell a lot,
we'll continue the business and
make other things besides pillows.
So we'll still do pillows, but we
might start making ties."
Shelley Faulkner said the boys
are learning important lessons in
money-managing and business
concepts.
"(Mat) wanted them to learn
life lessons at a young age ap.d
learn the importance of working
for your money," Shelley Faulkner
said. "They've had two or three little

business meetings, and after the
first sale at Get Down Downtown,
(Mat) showed them the money
and talked about what they had to
spend on printing the fliers, printing
the poster and then how much it
would cost to make the pillows.
They looked at all the numbers to
see how much it was costing them
and how much they've made."
Shelley Faulkner said she is
excited for the boys to have this
opportunity.
"I think they are having a lot of
fun with it, and they are iearning
things they don't even realize they
are learning," Shelley Faulkner
said. "I think it's a great learning
experience for them, and if they
can make a little money along the
way then that's just a plus."
The Jersey Pillows, which can
be made from any jersey someone
brings, are priced at $25 for a
youth-sized jersey, and $30 for an
adult-sized jersey. A name can be
added on the back for an extra $10.
To order, call (501) 268-1771, or
email mat@thinkadvertising.com.

General studies is not a major
that many students come to Harding intending to pursue. However,
for some upperclassmen who have
changed their majors multiple times,
it is a practical choice so that they
can graduate on time.
According to Jake Brownfield,
the director of academic advising
for the Center for Student Success,
there are many different reasons that
students choose to major in general
studies. However, the majority of
students who major in general
studies decide to do so their junior
or senior years.

Parents are probably
the least biggest fans
of general studies, and
that's not always true,
but it's Often Just becau
of the name. You can get
the best of both worlds
with g n ral tudles
because your range of
cla ses can b o broad.
-Jake Brownfield,
Dir ctor of Academic
Advl Ing
"Most students switch to general studies when they realize they
can't graduate on time otherwise,"
Brownfield said. "The main reason
people choose it is because it helps
them graduate on time, but sometimes returning adult students or
transfer stud ents choose a general
studies major."
Being a general studies major
requires a primary and secondary
focus, similar to a "typical" major and
minor. These can be as specific as a
major or as broad as a department
or college.
Brownfield said that employers
and graduate schools do not usu-

'

ally view a general studies major
differently from other majors, and
that it can sometimes provide an
advantage because of the potential
for a broader spectrum of classes.
"Your degree doesn't say general
studies, it says Bachelor of Arts,"
Brownfield said. "Employers just
want you to have a degree."
Senior Brieonna Onyeama began Harding as a public relations
major, switched to education, and
then changed this year to general
studies. She plans to go to graduate
school for social work after graduating in May. If she had changed
her major to social work she would
not have been able to graduate on
time. Onyeama's primary focus is
social sciences and her secondary
focus is the College of Arts and
Humanities.
"It's like you're doing lots of
minors and it's good ifyou get bored
easily," Onyeama said. "It gives you
lots of options after college and it
makes you versatile, and employers
like that these days. For me, it's cool
because it's Ml helped. Like the PR
stuff I could use in a church setting
or with a non-profit."
According to Brownfield, students
are sometimes turned off from the
major simply becaUS\! of its title, but
in the end students appreciate its
flexibility and the variety of options.
~Parents are probably the least
biggest fans of general studies, and
that's not always true, but it's often
just because of the name," Brownfield said. "You can get the best of
both worlds with general studies
because your range of classes can
be so broad."
Students interested in majoring
in general studies can make an
appointment with Brownfield, and
then depending on their focus areas
will be assigned another adviser
to help make the most successful
degree plan.
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WORlD
CHEESE DIP
CHRffiPIOnSHIP
O C TOBER 2 5
Gra phic by Jewelya Williams

The World Cheese Dip Championship
(WCDC) will be held Oct. 25 at 11 a.m.
at Bernice Garden in Little Rock, Ark.
Dozens of cheese dips created by professionals and amateurs will be competing and
available for public sample. The WCDC
will be benefiting Harmony Health Clinic
in Little Rock. Tickets are $8 in advance
and $10 at the gate.
Eve Yancey, the.WCDC chairman of the
board, is excited about this year's competition.
Yancey said the overall goal of the
WCDC is, "to have a fun, family oriented
event that showcases the Arkansas origin of
cheese dip and generates financial support
for Harmony Health Clinic, a free dental
and health clinic for the ,uninsured and
underserved residents of Pulaski County."
Each cheese dip entry is eligible for a
Judges' Choice Award and a Peoples' Choice
award. With each ticket purchase, guests will
receive two voting chips to vote for their
own cheese dip preference. The most recent
WCDC was held two years ago.
"The World Cheese Dip Championship
took a year off to reorganize, revitalize and
revamp the event. This year will be the best
ever," Yancey said.
Juniors Paige Whitman and Katie Clement
attended in 2012 after finding out about
the event online.

"We were looking up things for Katie's
birthday and it showed up on Little Rock's
website of what they're doing,"Whitman
said. "If you really love cheese, definitely go."
Clement enjoyed the festival and everything it had to offer.
"Definitely one of the most unique and
coolest festivals I've been to," Clement said.
They spent their time at the festival
trying unlimited amounts of cheese dips
and voting for their favorites.
"It's definitely just a new experience,"
Clement said. "Coming to Arkansas, I didn't
know of all these places that had queso, or
all these different people that made it. You
can go with your friends and it's a really
fun all-day thing in Little Rock."
The WCDC is hosting another competition before the event on Oct. 25. Anyone
may submit a 200 word writing piece on
why they love cheese dip to the WCDC
Facebook page. The winner will receive a
judge's seat, two free tickets and a gift card
to the Big Dipper's restaurant, the Judges'
Choice for Professional Contestants.
For more information, visit www.
cheesedip.net.
For volunteer opportunities at Harmony .
Health Clinic, contact Eddie Pannell at
executive.director@harmonyclinicar.org.
"It's a great, cheesy time and the opportunity to support a wonderful cause,"
Yancey said.
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The Bison

Harding students and graduates play trivia at Searcy Chick-fil-A on Oct. 6. The winning team from the season will
take home 80 free meals.

Forming relationships through trivia
By Hunter Beck
Beat Reporter

For college students in a small town
like Searcy, it can be difficult to find
something to do during the week. The
Chick-fil-A on Race Street is looking
to change that with Trivia Night.
Chick-fil-A is currently hosting its
second season of Trivia Night. Trivia
Night allows teams of six to compete
through five rounds of trivia every
Monday night. The top three teams at
the end of the night win prizes ranging
from a free dessert to free meals. Teams
that attend regularly can earn points
throughout the season, and the team
with the most points at the end of the
season will win 80 free meals.
Jonathan Chramer, Searcy Chick-filN.s Director of Operations, said Trivia
Night brings something unique to Searcy
by offering an event during the week.
"Trivia Night offers a destination,"
Chramer said. "There's not much to
do during the week ... so it's fun to be

able to offer an event and give people
another option."
According to Chramer, while hosting Trivia Night makes good business
sense, the event is really about building
relationships.
"It's important for us to develop relationships with the community," Chrarner
said. "People that didn't come in all the
time before, we see two or three times
a week now, just because they had a lot
of fun when they weren't coming in as
a customer."
Senior Michael Eledge said Trivia
Night also allows members of the community to interact more with each other.
"You have a lot more people talking
to each other and branching out, being
more social," Eledge, who has worked
at Chick-fil-A for over a year, said. "If
you're playing together you're a little bit
more inclined to go and say hey."
Chramer said he hopes Chick-fil-A
will become a destination for the community throughout the week, and that

he has already seen that happen with
Trivia Night.
"We want to be a place for people to
come hang out," Chramer said. "We see
these teams come and have lunch and
just hang out, and that's satisfying for us."
Junior Carter Myers began attending
Trivia Night last semester. He said the
event adds a new dimension to his week.
"I'm probably going to eat Chickfil-A anyway," Myers said. "But now I
get to play trivia. Chick-fil-A is already
good, but playing trivia while eating
Chick-fil-A? Nothing beats it."
Though Myers' team won third place
last season, he said the experience was
more memorable than the free meals.
"My reward was the pleasure I got
from the company of my friends,"
Myers said.
Myers' attitude reflects the goal
Chramer set for Trivia Night.
"You could walk away with 80 free
meals and never pay a dime," Chramer
said. "It's not transactional, it's relational."
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REWARD FOR USING
$25 YOUR
DEB IT CARD*
PLUS MANY MORE REWARDS'
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